In this paper, we discuss the self-consistency condition for the spherical symmetric Klein-Gordon equation. And then discuss a natural possibility that gravity and weak coupling constant g G and G W may be defined after g EM . In this point of view, gravity and the weak force is subsidiary derived from electricity. Unified solution for each particle field is calculated. * Electronic address:nisikawa@hep-th.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
INTRODUCTION
In usual dimensional counting, momentum has dimension one. But a function f (x), when differentiated n times, does not always behave like one with its power smaller by n. For eample, this can occur in the neighborhood of x = 0 if the function f (x) has an essential singularity at x = 0, f (0) → 0(x → 0). Thus a dimension of momentum is such an operater that cannot be fixed unless the operand of the differential operator is explicit. This inevitable uncertainty may be essential in general theory of renormalization, including quantum gravity. As an example, we classify possible singularities of a potential for the Klein-Gordon equation, assuming that the potential V has at least one C 2 class eigen function. The result crucially depends on the analytic property of the eigen function near its 0 point. There are 10 cases both in the short and long distance limit. As a result, physical dimension N is restricted to 1 ≤ N ≤ 3 only by assuming that a potential is positive. From now on, the V (r) in the R.H.S. of (2.1) is called a potential iff there exists at least one C 2 class eigen function y(r) satisfying (2.1). Let's start from l = 0 case in the short distance limit case, i.e., y(x) is defined in 0 < x < x 0 , where x 0 is some positive constant and r is renamed as x. In fact, any C 2 class function y(x) satisfies (2.1) if we take
POSSIBILITY OF SINGULARITY AND DOMAIN OF DEFINITION
Here the replacement of the constant E → E ′ is equivalent to eφ → eφ − E ′ + E, so from now on we take E = 0. There are 2 possible cases for (2.2) to have a singularity at x → +0:
(I) y(x) → 0 for x → +0, (II) y ′′ does not converge for x → +0.
CLASSIFICATION OF THE POWER OF POSSIBLE SINGULARITIES
Now let us consider the behavior of V (x) for x → +0. Let y(z) be the analytic continuation of y(x) to the complex plane.
(CASE 1) y(z) has no essential singularity at z = 0.
(a) If y(z) can be Laurent expanded around z = 0 as (b) When we change the power of the finite number of terms in the type (a) expansion into an arbitrary real number, *
where a d is the coefficient of the lowest power except for 0, 1. Summarizing above, the powers ν where the potential can behave like V → x ν as x → +0 are for (I), ν = −2 ; −1 ≤ ν, for (II), −2 ≤ ν < 0.
(CASE 2) y(z) has an isolated essential singularity at z = 0. In complex analysis, a sequence of points can converge to any value depending on its approach to an essential singularity (with infinite order) [3] . But now that we deal only with the case along the real axis z → +0, the limit is sometimes well defined. Let's study the following cases. 6) if the above expansion is possible, then
where log z diverges as z → 0, but for an arbitrary integer n, z(log z) n tends to 0. So we can regard log z as 'an infinitely small negative power' z −ǫ (ǫ > 0). Then we can generalize type (b) expansion by the replacement of the finite number of terms
This has the effect of
in (3.5), i.e.,
Let's call this type of expansion type (c). We can define the index of power k y , µ y , ν y as z → 0 for type (c) expansions as follows:
Type (c) property is invariant under finite times of summations, subtractions, and differentiations.
(d) When we apply finite times of summations, subtractions, multiplications, divisions (by = 0), differentiations, and compositions (with the shape of f (g(z)), 0 ≤ k g , g(+0) = +0 where f, g are type (c) expansions), k y , µ y , ν y can also be defined. As an arbitrary type (d) expansion f (z) has a countable number of terms and a nonzero 'radius of convergence ‡ ' r where the expansion converges for 0 < |z| < r, it can be written as
As the 'principal part' which satisfies k fn < 0 consists of finite number of terms, a type (d) expansion diverges or converges monotonically as z → +0, so enables the expansion of (3.12) in the order of ascending powers. As the expansion is almost the same as that of type (c) (the only differences are the multiplications by (log z) n for an infinite number of terms and the appearance of the terms like log(z log z)), the region of ν y is invariant.
(e) When the following expansion is possible (type (e)): y = ±e f (z) , where f is a type (d) expansion. We can define the finite values µ y , ν y by
Let us consider the region of ν y . For k f ≥ 0 it is the same as for the type (d). For ‡ The meaning of this term is different from the usual one because z = 0 can be a singularity point.
combination with type (c) case leads to the region of ν y being: for (I), ν y ≤ −2 + ǫ ; −1 ≤ ν y , for (II), an arbitrary negative number. Let us then consider if we can fill the remaining 'window' of the region of ν y for (I), −2 + ǫ < ν y < −1.
(f) When we can write y = f 0 + m n=1 (±)e fn , where f n is of type (c), k fn < 0, and (±) takes each of the signatures +−. We can assume that each terms in are ordered in the increasing absolute values for z → +0. Then
and as y → 0 for (I),
If the second term sum at the R.H.S. is not 0, we can write
As y is of C 2 class, the first term can be written as
The term such that n − mǫ is the smallest ( ∃ a nm = 0)
The possible values of ν y for (I) remain the same:
(g) Whole of the expansions obtained from type (f) expansions by finite times of summations, subtractions, multiplications, divisions (by = 0), differentiations, and compositions (with the shape of f (g(z)), 0 ≤ k g , g(+0) = +0 where f, g are type (f) expansions). This type of expansion is very complicated compared to an ordinary Laurent expansion, but in any case has a countable number of terms and a nonzero 'radius of convergence' r § where y is analytic for 0 < |z| < r. This can also be ordered partially in the ascending powers and we can write the first term explicitly, and so monotonically diverges or converges but never oscillates as z → +0. Its general shape is the whole sum
where
Here the (±) in front of e takes each of the signatures depending on each i (or j, k, · · ·), while the ± on the shoulder of e and in front of j, k, · · · takes the signature such that the coefficient of the first term in is of the same signature as j after choosing the signatures. Each term is ordered in partially ascending powers with regards for any sums. The sum with index n is performed according to the monotonically non-decreasing sequence of real numbers {n i } (−∞ < n i ) depending on i. In the same manner, the sum with index i, j, · · · is performed according to the finite, monotonically non-decreasing sequence {i j }, {j k } · · · of natural numbers. m i 1 , · · · , m i d i take finite values, but they increase in correspondence with n and grows → ∞ as n → ∞, and depend on i. d i is the maximal 'depth' of the composition of logs, or the number of logs, depending on i and of finite value. * * As the sum of the shape of (m) i can always be represented as the exp of the infinite sum of the same shape, § Of course, the meaning is different from the usual one. * * The power is smaller when m 1 + m 2 + · · · + m i 1 is greater for the same n, and when it is also the same and m 1 is smaller, and when it is also the same and m 2 is smaller, ..., and so on. 
where 
(±) z n−mǫ−3 (a = 0 and ∃ a n = 0, n − mǫ ≥ 2) (±) 0 (a = 0 and ∀ a n = 0 and
and ∃ a n = 0) +z 2i±2ǫ−2 (a = ∀ a n = 0 and
where ∀ b i = 0 means that there is no term in i<0 . After all, ν y ≤ −2 + ǫ, −1 ≤ ν y , where ǫ represents the power like log z ∼.
(h) It is unclear to me whether there are other cases.
(CASE 3) y(z) has a non-isolated essential singularity at z = 0.
(i) When we allow complex coefficients in (g). The discussion above is almost valid in this case, except that when a is complex e az shows oscillatory behavior, and so y is not monotonic as z → 0 and generally has an accumulation point of poles or essential singularities, keeping us away from defining k y , µ y , or ν y . For example,
satisfies the condition of (I) and the term with the smallest power in y cancels that of y ′′ , yet higher order oscillation remains.
(j) It is unclear to me whether there are other cases. In such a case ν y would not be clearly physical, even if defined.
PHYSICAL EXPLANATION OF THE RESULT
The above result is not mathematically perfect, but shows that very wide types of functions such that closed in usual operations, only by satisfying the second order differential equation, can restrict the behavior of the potential. Or physically, if there exists a wave function that can be applied to every point of the world, the point of nonzero charge should also be included in the domain, which determines the shape of a force. We will see this for more general case in the next section.
Notice that type (g) expansion is valid under the special rule that we must not decompose an exponential until the end of the calculation. Each expansion has several infinite series of different order. Having nonzero 'radius of convergence', it can be calculated as a usual function. Instead, near z = 0, if we do not obey the rule and try to calculate by extracting all the terms below a certain order, the result, even if finite, may depend on the arrangement of terms. (It is known in mathematics that an infinite series that does not converge absolutely does not always converge to a unique value.) This implies an interesting non-commutative property.
Notice also that the difficulties caused by point-like particles may be absent here. If we assume that the existence of an eigen function is more fundamental than that of a potential, there can be the region where the potential is not defined (where the eigen function is 0). Even if the analyticity of matter field is not a quantity distinguished by finite times of measurement, this inevitable ambiguity may be the origin of gauge uncertainty [4] .
EXTENTION TO HIGHER DIMENTION
We can extend the results to dimension N as follows. If we assume that the eigen function y is a N-dimensional spherical symmetric function R(r) and a = 0 and N = 1, (3.23) is clearly replaced by
−2 (a = 0 and ∃ a n = 0) +(−ib i ) 2 r 2i±2ǫ−2 (a = ∀ a n = 0 and
We can extend the results to r → ∞ case as follows. If we change the variable to z := 1 r and assume that R(z) is C 2 class (expanded as below) 
3 (a = 0 and b = 0 and N = 3) (n − N + 2)n an a z n+2 (or higher order) (a = 0 and b = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and N = 3) (n − 1)n an a z n+2 (a = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and N = 3) (±) 0 (a = 0 and b = ∀ a n = 0 and
2 (a = 0 and b = 0 and N = 3) (n − 1)n an b z n+1 (a = 0 and b = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and N = 3) (±) 0 (a or b = 0 and ∀ a n = 0 and ∃ b i or c j or d k or · · · > 0 and N = 3) (n − N + 2)nz 2 (or higher order) (a = b = 0 and ∃ a n = 0) +(−ib i ) 2 z 2i±2ǫ+2 (a = b = ∀ a n = 0 and
. (5.27) † † Noting that 2 ≤ n and i < 0, we conclude the potential V (r) as r → ∞ must be positive for (N ≤ 3 and ν = −2) or −2 < ν, where ν is the power of the potential V → r ν as r → ∞; can take both signs for other cases. There is no reason to assume that R(z) is C z i in (6.32), the only finite solutions are that of the footnote 6, i.e., Finally, this and line 9 allows for a single term with pure imaginary b i , except for which imaginary coefficient on the shoulder of the exponential leads to a nonphysical oscillatory or imaginary potential. This is indeed the case for the Coulomb scattering of a photon.
(n − N + 2)nz 2 (or higher order) (a = b = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and N < 2n) or (a = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and
In this case, the potential must be positive for (ν = −2 and N < n + 2) or −2 < ν.
Notice that (5.25) for more general cases of N, a can be obtained from (5.27) by the trivial replacement N → 4 − N and z → r with its power smaller by 4. Then, we conclude the potential V (r) as r → +0 must be positive for (1 ≤ N and ν = −2) or ν < −2, where ν is the power of the potential V → r ν as r → +0; can take both signs for other cases. If we assume R(r) is L 2 instead of C 2 , −2n < N instead of 2 ≤ n, and so by renaming a 1 := b the results are
n−2 (or higher order) (a = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and 0 < n) (±) 0 (a or a 2−N = 0 and ∀ a n = 0 for n = 2 − N and
(n + N − 2)nr −2 (or higher order) (a = 0 and ∃ a n = 0) or ( ∃ a n = 0 and n < 0) +(−ib i ) 2 r 2i±2ǫ−2 (a = ∀ a n = 0 and
. (5.29) § § Above results show that for a physical dimension N = 1, 2, 3, the sign of a potential V must be positive for ν ≤ −2 + ǫ (r → 0) and −2 − ǫ ≤ ν (r → ∞), but can be negative for other cases.
THEOREMS FOR THE LONG DISTANCE LIMIT
Now we define the following conditions for later convenience. The first are normalization conditions naturally reqired for the long and distance limit of ‡ ‡ It is impossible for the R.H.S. to be → (n − 1)n an b z n+1 (a = 0 and b = 0 and ∃ a n = 0 and 1 < n and N = 3) (±) 0 (a = 0 and b = 0 and ∀ a n = 0 and ∃ b i or c j or d k or · · · > 0 and N = 3)
.
because b appears. In addition, 'higher order' does not appear in case of n ≤ 2 nor N ≤ 4.
For the realistic N = 3 case, the weaker L 2 condition to allow logarithmic divergence is equivallennt to R(z) of C 1 class, with only difference that 1 < n instead of 2 ≤ n in (5.25) and (5.25). § § The line 1,3 includes the special case N = 2 − n, when
an r m−n−2 or the like, respectively, where a m is the term next to a n r n such that m = 0. In addition, 'higher order' does not appear in case of n ≤ −2 nor 4 ≤ N . ≤ n, where the field behaves like r n and = means logarithmic divergence, all of them with the Exceptional rule for massless particles (NC-0Ex) that an arbitraly constant can be added. It's unclear to me whether or not previos results is valid for Klein-Gordon equation, but for a moment we keep away the validity as later discussion and just discribe the specific results given by application for fermions by writing in a [ ].
Positive Potential Condition (PPC)
The potential V (r) defined in section 2 is positive. This is indeed satisfied for the nonrelativistic approximation of a Klein-Gordon equation (2.1), if
where |E − mc 2 |, |eφ| ≪ mc 2 . In addition, (6.30) shows that PPC is strictly valid for massless bosons. Indeed, PPC means that the particle is in the bound state. A force is defined as −e∇φ. Thus from the previous result we can verify the following theorems for the long distance limit. . An interesting corollary of the above theorem is that, if N > 3, a photon can not feel gravity and there is no gravitational lense! Some people might suspect that we can not always take E = 0 because it means a virtual photon for eφ > 0, but at least in situation a photon is bounded by the potential and another photon is not bounded, we can always take E = 0 and thus we dare say Theorem 2 For N > 3, if a charged static spherical symmetric black hole can exist, the electric field decreases more rapidly than 1 r 1−N . Proof Even a black hole has its gravitational potential ∼ 1 r at distance, for its density is finite and spherical symmetric, and obeys Gauss's law and 1 r 2 -law experimentally, and gravity is always attractive force. A black hole is of course such a matter that even a light can not escape, therefore a bound state exist for a photon. Then, we can apply theorem 1. Strictly speaking, there might be exceptions for the theorem, in which the black hole potential is deviated from the 1 r -law because of the presence of another long range force that a photon can feel. In the standard model of particles, this is not the case, for no other long range force (gluons nor a photon) couple with a photon. Noting that if the asymptotic 1 r 2 -law of gravity holds, from (2.1),
. Thus the only ways for the massless photon to allow such a black hole is the lines 8,9 of (5.27) * * * i.e., (line 8.) This is (3) of (6.32), where the asymptotic 1 r 2 -law of gravity exactly holds and the photon remains massless, but the electric field behave as if away from a polarized matter with no electric charge as a whole. The former requires that no density is present at distance. Gauss' law is geometric and valid in presence of gravity, therefore the latter requires real existence of the charge to cancel that of the black hole. Up to now all the particles with electric charge are massive, therefore the cancellation must be due to the electric charge density distributed in a finite region. From (6.32) and NC-0BL and (5.27), such a 'medium range' force can be felt dominant only by * * * For N < 3 (and also for N = 3 if we do not allow logarithmic divergence), this can also be derived from NC-0BF without assuming the There is yet another possibility that asymptotic 1 r 2 -law of gravity changes to survive more slowly, because of the long tail of nonzero density the black hole is accompanied with. In this case, i can take some negative value = −1 iff (E 2 = m 2 c 4 and −1 < i < 0) or i < −1, when the photon create neither long range nor Yukawa-type but rapidly vanishing electric field. In addition, from (5.27), this is the only case for gluons to make φ ∼ r potential at distance, when i = −2 regardless of m, E. Thus, Theorem 2 and its proof holds also for N = 3, only by adding the last of (line 8) <and (line 9)> the following sentences: 'except for the line 6 < and 7> of (5.27), in which only logarithmic divergence appears for a massless boson that feels the photon which behaves like b = 0. But it causes a self contradiction to identify the massless boson as a photon feeling itself' . An interesting corollary of Theorem 1, 3 is Corollary 1 For 3 ≤ N, a massless gauge boson that feels a dominant
